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ABSTRACT:   
 The present complex life is brimming with pressure. Private division is stacked with long working 
hours, work weight, job struggle and fulfilling the time constraints. Every one of these issues make worry 
among working ladies. Ladies have double obligations as they are in double requesting job at work 
environment and at home. This examination is an endeavor to inspect the effect of instructional courses of 
pressure the board on females working in private division. All the important information has been gathered 
through an example review of 120 females working in private segment in Noida. A review was led to check 
the speculations and research structure. The information was deciphered with the assistance of Mean S.D 
and 't' test. Real discoveries display that instructional meetings has noteworthy effect on the pressure control 
among the females working in private segment.  
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INTRODUCTION 

India has moved to a higher development course. Individuals have expanded per capita salary, which 
brought about included weight of work people. Already men oversaw work and ladies oversaw life. With the 
progression of time, the social just as sex differences of work have encountered a major change. The work 
support rate for ladies has been relentlessly expanding in the course of the most recent few decades. Ladies 
are assuming an inexorably significant job in the general public. They are in the job of homemaking and 
breadwinning. Stress is inescapable in the present complex life Stress is a condition of mental excitement 
that outcomes when outer requests surpass individual's capacities. Private part is stacked with long working 
hours, work weight, job strife and fulfilling the time constraints. Every one of these issues make worry 
among working ladies. Ladies have double obligations as they are in double requesting job at work 
environment and at home. 

 
OBJECTIVES 

To assess the viability of instructional meetings of stress 
the board for pressure control among working females. 

 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

The investigation utilized both essential and auxiliary 
information. For gathering essential information a well-planned 
organized poll has been utilized. Keeping in the perspective on the 
targets of the investigation a review was directed. An example of 
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120 respondents were chosen. Respondents were picked based on their acknowledgment to experience the 
instructional course of stress the board. The preparation time frame was of one month. The examination 
depended on exploratory strategy in non-lab settings. Pre-preparing and posttraining trial configuration 
were the two gatherings shaped by the scientist. Out of 120 respondents 60 were chosen for test gathering 
and rest 60 were chosen for control gathering. The structure has three phases – pre-preparing, preparing 
project and post-preparing. The information was translated with the assistance of Mean S.D and't' test. 

 
CONCLUSION 

Female workers have more worry as they have greater obligation towards home, office and on the 
off chance that they are hitched and having kids, at that point the weight of pressure will be higher. The 
present investigation is of more prominent significance in present days as there is high level of worry among 
working females. The outcomes uncovered that instructional meetings for stress the executives can help a 
great deal for decreasing and overseeing feeling of anxiety which thusly will lead a cheerful and healthy 
lifestyle as a worker and furthermore as a homemaker. 
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